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Abstract : Multi cloud environment enables the user to provide special features, more features that are not 

available in a single cloud and user has liberty of options in selecting cloud service provider not to be bonded to 

a single cloud. Hence enterprises are looking for multi cloud strategy to deploy their workloads efficiently. But 

user preferences are not meet at the early stage of or at request stage of multi cloud but they are satisfied at a 

later stage i.e. at the execution stage due to elastic nature of the infrastructure clouds. This can be achieved 

through rebalancing policies to replace instances in lower-preferred clouds with instances in higher-preferred 

clouds are needed to meet user preferences with rebalance engine. This paper proposes need for rebalancing 

policies, role of rebalancing engine and methodology for auto scaling. 
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I. INTRODUCTION 
 MCCS [1] is recommended to reduce latency and to increase response time of an enterprise used by the 

multiple geographic markets. MCCS supports better disaster recovery system by establishing cross cloud server 

and storage resources in separate locations. Multi cloud user requests can be expressed in two forms: 1) in terms 

of absolute numbers of instances needed in selected clouds, e.g., R= {32 instance in cloud A, 8 instances in 

cloud B}; 2) in terms of total numbers of instances and preferred ratios, e.g., R= {40 instances total; 80% in 

cloud A, 20% in cloud B}. However, such requests may lead to situations where a deployment cannot be 

satisfied, at least initially. For example, instead of matching the request R= {32 instances in cloud A, 8 instances 

in cloud B}, we may have 24 instances in cloud A (which may not be able to launch additional instances) and, 

thus, end up with 16 instances in cloud B. Therefore, as the environment adapts, additional instances should be 

launched in cloud A whenever possible and instances in cloud B should be terminated until the users’ 

preferences are met. Thus rebalancing engine plays an important role in the architecture of MCCS as in figure 1. 

 

 
Figure 1: MCCS Architecture 
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II. Relationship Between Levels Of Abstractions And Re 
 The top layer of levels of abstraction is application layer used to deploy the applications in MCCS with 

the help of below layers infrastructure. By considering the reliability as standard metric the relationship between 

levels of abstraction and RE are explored. The multi cloud VM reliability tester tool [2] supports reliability 

engineering methods that apply to VM’s of multi cloud infrastructure. The fundamental approach which is used 

in multi cloud reliability tester is depends on a stress test that assess response time of the VMs. The idea of this 

stress test [3] is to experimentally estimate failure rates of virtual machines using OpenStack instance. These 

failure rates are analyzed by statistical methods of data analysis in order to fit a statistical model that is suitable 

for distribution of failure rates for measurement. This evaluated model is then used to predict failure rates that 

could encounter during normal OpenStack operation. In order to verify the reliability model, one must test the 

predicted values in a second stress test and validate if they are still a good fit in the test set of VMs. The 

framework of the multi cloud reliability tester tool is designed in a three step process. 

1.  The Computation Independent Model (CIM) is designed to implement the above mentioned four step 

process. Then the software elements which implement every process step are combined to the model. 

2.  As the software elements which deploys each process step are identified, then the abstract view of logical 

software elements that facilitates implementation of on demand functionality are combined to the 

framework and is referred as  a Platform Independent Model (PIM). 

3. The PIM is now shifted to a model of system components (software components, hardware nodes) that is 

tangible enough to allow for building the software framework. This software framework is called a Platform 

Specific Model (PSM), as it specifies the technologies that are needed to implement the logical functional 

units of the software. 

VM reliability Tester tool can conduct the above mentioned steps with the python code and is associated with 

genchart.py to demonstrate the performance of VMs of this layer as in figure 2. 

 

 
Figure 2: Performance of VMs in Virtualization layer 

 

 Physical server layer help organizations create administrative and resource boundaries [4] between 

applications.  For MCCS to be reliable, there is a need to identify the failures like hardware, service, software or 

resource, their causes and manages them to improve their reliability. The failure analysis can be done with the 

help of three models namely self-governing fault model, an associated fault model and an infected fault model. 

As the term resilience denotes as the ability to supply and maintain an acceptable level of service in spite of a 

variety of faults and attacks, the resiliency [5] is assessed using following algorithm. 
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The physical server layer reliability despite of faults can be modeled in figure 3. 

 
Figure 3: Reliability of Physical Server Layer 

 

III. Framework Of RE 
 The framework of rebalance engine establishes master-worker logical relationship with decision engine 

of proposed architecture. It employs workers across various multi cloud infrastructures and dynamically 

balances this deployment based on user-defined preferences. The framework of rebalance engine is represented 

in Figure 8.1 and consists of four main components: (1) a workload management system (2) sensors to monitor 
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demand, (3) policies to scale the number of deployed instances up or down, and (4) an auto-scaling service to 

enforce the selected policy. 

 

 
Figure 4: Framework of RE 

 

IV. Decision Engine 
 Decision engine is associated with auto scaling which performs up scaling [7] and down scaling 

policies. Up scaling attempts to launch instances on clouds with a higher preference, however, if such clouds are 

unavailable then up scaling will deploy instances on clouds with lower preferences. Down scaling is 

implemented with three policies like: 

1. Expedient Idle (EI): This rebalancing policy waits until excess instances in less desired clouds are idle (i.e., 

not running jobs according to information from the sensor) and then terminates them. 

2. Potency-Offline (PO): This policy is similar to EI but excess instances are terminated gracefully, that is, jobs 

are allowed to complete before the instances are terminated. 

3. Hostile Policy (HP): This policy sacrifices work cycles and discards partially completed jobs in order to 

satisfy requests in the shortest amount of time possible. This policy terminates excess instances [8] even if those 

instances are currently running jobs. To minimize overhead associated with job re-execution, this policy 

proceeds in termination from instances with jobs that have been running for the least amount of time to 

instances with jobs that have been running for a longer time. 

By considering workload execution time, convergence time, workload overhead and excess cost as basic metrics 

the proposed rebalancing policies can be compared as in figure 5. 

 

 
Figure 5: Comparison of proposed policies 
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V. Conclusion 
 This paper focused on the vital component of MCCS architecture name rebalancing engine, describes 

the importance of it. The frame work of RE and gives an overview of its logical relationship with levels of 

abstractions of MCCS architecture. This paper proposed three rebalancing polices and are compared using 

various performance metrics. 
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